
Martha - Well done for beating your high score on the Grammar section of  

Sumdog! 

 

Evie D - Well done for completing your recycling project it looks like you put a 

lot of effort into that. Your science experiment on diffusion looks fantastic. It’s a 

shame that you couldn't find any slow worms on your walk but maybe you will 

next time! The butterflies look fantastic and I’m pleased you have been able to 

release them. Your work on reflection and refraction is also really good well done!  

 

 

 

Joanna - It looks like you have been working hard at home again this week. You 

have been busy helping your mum to do some lovely cooking. You have also been 

doing some lovely drawing and writing too. Keep up the hard work.  

 

James - It looks like you have had another busy week again! I am pleased to hear 

that you have been doing lots of learning about space this week. The Space X 

launch was so exciting. You have been doing word searches about space and de-

signing your own planet! How exciting! Your imaginary animal sounds very inter-

esting too! Learning about the moon phases and the order of the planets also 

sounds very good.  

 

Sophie - It sounds like you have had some fun creating some soap this week! 

You have then used this as an opportunity to be able to do some writing - describ-

ing what you have made and how. You have also used it as a chance to do some 

maths too - calculating how many you would have made if you doubled it. Well 

done!  

Hello to our Wonderful Year 2s 

I hope you are all well! I have had lots of brilliant emails from you this week! It has been fantastic to hear 

all about everything you have been getting up to!   

 

Some of what has been sent to me has been included in this weeks newsletter! 

Mr Harley, Mrs Smith and the other adults from the Year 2 team! 

Remember!  

Keep emailing in - We do love hearing eve-

rything you have been doing whether its 

work or just fun things! 

Housepoints and star awards will be given! 

Joke of the week! From Martha! 

"What did the children say when they saw food in the 

beach?"  

“Let’s all dive in!” 


